The Organic Council of Ontario
Regenerative Agriculture in Ontario Farmer
Survey
Date: July 23, 2020 to August 16, 2020
Total Responses: 134

What Respondents Are Producing
Farmer participants are using their acreage to produce a wide diversity of food types
with vegetables leading the way - 57% are growing them. About one quarter are
growing fruit or tree nuts, while cattle, sheep, goats and poultry have a strong presence
too. One third of farms have eggs to sell, while a very small share are in the supply
managed dairy sector. Demonstrating that many respondents are diversified farmers.

Q1: What do you produce? Select all that apply.
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Other:
Maple Syrup, Mealworms, Cannabis, Mustroom, Herbs & Seedlings, Wine, Honey, Switchgrass,
Floriculture, Firewood, Fruits and Vegetables

How Respondents Describe Their Farming Practices
The survey was circulated via a number of farming organizations and on social media
with the use of advertisements to reach more producers; judging from the farming
practices of participants they are on the leading edge gearing practices to soil health
and sustainability.

Q2: How would you describe your current farming practices? Select
all that apply.
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Other:
Permaculture, Social Farming, Sustainable, Conventional crops, Natural (no interference), Vegetation
abatement, Agroforestry, holistic, field crops with pesticides, conventional, attempting permaculture

Current Knowledge of Regenerative Agriculture
While half of producers indicate they’re implementing regenerative agricultural
practices, only a portion of them admit that they have “deep knowledge”, the remainder
say that it’s “novice knowledge”. The encouraging fact is that very few of the participants
have never heard of it.

Q3: How would you describe your current knowledge of 'regenerative
agriculture'?
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Regenerative Program & Incentive Awareness
A small majority (54%) are aware of one or more regenerative certification or incentive
programs. Rodale’s ROC program leads closely followed by General Mills 1 Million
Acres Initiative, likely due to successful marketing campaigns. The Soil Carbon Initiative
and Ecological Outcome Verification and Indigo Ag have lower awareness.

Q4: Have you heard of any of the following regenerative certification
or incentive programs? Select all that apply.
Answered: 129

Skipped: 5

Other:
Common Sense, 1800’s agriculture

Importance of Regenerative Label to be Backed By Certification
About half of farmer participants describe their farming practices as regenerative and
slightly fewer than that believe that it needs to be backed by certification. About half of
the remainder aren’t certain one way or the other while the remaining quarter don’t
believe there’s value in certification.

Q5: How important is it to you for a "regenerative" label to be backed
by certification?
Answered: 129

Skipped: 5

Q6: Why do you think it isn't important to have certification to back
the regenerative claim? Select all that apply.
Answered: 34

Skipped: 100

Other:
Not beneficial on a small scale, regenerative is more qualitative,customers don’t understand regenerative,
producers are confused, cost, more certifications can diminish value

Importance of Certification to back Regenerative Claim
Given the high opt out rate of responding to this question, please view these responses
as directional only. Only 34 of the previous 59 farmers who either thought certification
was “very important” or “somewhat important” responded to this follow-up question.
Producers who believe in the merit of certifying regenerative agriculture do so for three
major reasons: it sets a minimum standard, it wins consumer trust and it is a defense
against ‘greenwashing’.

Q7: Why do you think it is important to have certification to back the
regenerative claim? Select all that apply.
Answered: 59

Skipped: 75

Other:
To prevent false advertising, scientific research can back up the claim, can create standard goals (Ie:
specific soil health targets), regenerative brings better practices into play than when you qualify for
organic

Use of Regenerative Practices
Farmers are using a variety of farming practices commensurate with their operation.
At least three quarters of farmers practice crop rotation, grow cover crops and use
compost. About one in two producers have adopted no-till and indicate that they
manage their farm holistically.

Q8: For each of the following practices, please select the description
that best fits your operation. If you are using or interested in a
practice not listed, select "Other".
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Other:
Diverse on farm ecosystem, pollinator crops & bee hives, use antibiotics only for animal welfare,
Agroforestry, Silvopasture, ecological (ie. create wetlands, hedgerows, growing perennial tall grasses)

Regenerative Improvements
At least half of farmers have taken the initiative to make regenerative improvements
adopting four of the five measures. The one that falls short is “improved manure
storage”. Further, it is noteworthy that if they haven’t made these five changes, they are
considering doing so in the future.

Q9: For each of the following improvements, please select the
description that best fits your operation. If you are using or interested
in an improvement not listed, select "Other".
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Other:
Keeping soils on field, bird friendly hay, rotational grazing, pollinator crop strips, adopting silvopasture for
winter, buffer strips, carbon sequestration, adding biodiversity, dedicated space and practices to wildlife,
tree crops, alley cropping, over-seeding for weed management

Reasons for Implementing Regenerative Practices
Eight possible reasons for implementing regenerative farming practices were suggested. In
addition, farmers could add other factors that drove change; 12 responded to this option. Three
change options were most significant, listed in order of selection - to increase “soil health”,
“climate resilience” and “biodiversity”. At least two out of three farmers selected one or more of
these options, while desire to sequester carbon, produce higher yields or to increase profits
were second runner-ups. A small minority (18%) indicated that these new farming methods were
prompted by consumers. It’s noteworthy that only 2 of the 119 farmers who responded to this
question claimed they weren’t interested in making any of the suggested changes.

Q10: What are the primary reasons you use (or would consider using)
these practices on your farm? Select up to four.
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Other:
Ethical, want to set an example, to help the environment, produce taste & store better, animal welfare,
reduced pest outbreaks, improved nutrient density, improve farm practices

Barriers Limiting Ability to Adopt or Expand Regenerative Practices
Adopting or building on existing regenerative practices may be hindered by barriers eight options were provided for consideration. Three shortages/barriers were most
significant: labour/spare time, access to capital and lack of know-how. However, overall
financial blocks were most significant. They could take the form of access,
implementation costs or/and return on investment.

Q11: Which of the following barriers (if any) limit your ability to adopt
or expand regenerative practices? Select all that apply.
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Other:
Lack of yield during transition, cost associated with transition, not enough scientific research, farming
neighbours, no access to grazing animals, lack of rain, time, no barriers

Factors Influencing Ability to Adopt or Expand
As previously noted, the adoption of regenerative practices is affected first by financial
constraints. Two thirds of producers indicate that cost sharing or subsidies would make
the difference. Significant minorities of farmers believed that carbon credits and/or a
price premium for items carrying a regenerative agriculture label could help offset the
investment required to adopt regenerative practices. In addition to financing changes at
least one third of farmers wanted training and/or the endorsement of other farmers.

Q12: Which of the following factors would influence your ability to
adopt or expand regenerative practices if it was available? Select up
to three.
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Other:
The education should be for lifecycle mass and energy balance, implementation of holistic management,
grants, supportive customer network

Availability of Programs Influencing Uptake
While most farmers are interested in learning more about adding to their knowledge,
there is less outright commitment to taking the next step by applying for certification or
incentive programs. On this score, half of farmers say “maybe” while most of the
remainder (41%) are more positive.

Q13: If regenerative certification/incentive programs became more
available, would you consider applying?
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Interest in Learning More About Regenerative
Nearly eight in ten (78%) of farmers are interested in learning more about regenerative
farming. Most of the remainder are also interested but tentatively. Very few farmers
have no interest at all in this new chapter in farming practices.

Q14: Are you interested in learning more about regenerative
agriculture?
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Desired Resources Relating to Regenerative
Most farmers were very enthusiastic with two regenerative agriculture options: 1) farm
tours/case histories and 2) training. Just over half (56%) were keen to know more about
how this new farming method translates into market demand, is there a market for these
products?

Q15: What further resources related to regenerative agriculture would
you be interested in? Select all that apply.
Answered: 128

Skipped: 6

Other:
Methodology, public awareness/education, training, books, networking with other farmers, incentives,
research/monitoring, ontario farm specific practices

Q17: How old are you?
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Q18: How many years have you been farming?
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Q19: What is the size of your farm?
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Q20: How many acres are under production?
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Q21: What are your annual net profits?
Answered: 134 Skipped: 0

Respondents Sales Methods
Producers derive income from a number of sources in the ‘farm to table’ supply chain.
Direct to consumer (DTC) sales top the revenue generating list with more than half
doing farmgate and/or about one in three selling online and/or at farmers’ markets and
CSA’s. About one in four or less supplied food service or wholesale markets. And one in
five sell either into commodity or supply managed markets.

Q22: How do you sell your farm products? Select all that apply.
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Other:
Word of mouth, social media, direct to customer, co-op distribution, community bulk buying club, auction
barns, farm shares, local businesses, contract production, land owned by hospitality businesses that uses
food for their kitchen

Q23: Are you a member of any of the following organizations? Select
all that apply.
Answered: 134

Skipped: 0

Q24: Do you think that the Organic Council of Ontario should expand
the scope of our work to include regenerative agriculture (ie. broader
goal of encouraging adoption of organic practices to help mitigate
climate change, whether or not operators choose to certify)?
Answered: 25

Skipped: 109

